
 

Seminar-Workshop on BUILDING an ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEM  

in Cooperation with the BEEHIVE Project 

 

 

SLU Maryheights Campus Devesse AVR (November 10, 2018/ Saturday; 8-5) 

IT Laboratory D724 (November 11, 2018/Sunday; 8-5pm) 

 

RATIONALE:  

 

SLU is making an inroad to embracing an entrepreneurial culture.  There are various initiatives 

that it is engaged with.  Three major projects in this regard are 1) BEEHIVE, 2) DOST 

Technopreneurship Program, and 3) Entrep MOOC program by American Embassy.  With these 

initiatives and other related ones (i.e. BIDA and Philippine Business Start-up Challenge), having 

an entrepreneurial ecosystem where the catchphrase is “ENTREPRENURSHIP FOR ALL” is not 

far-off into the future.  Moving towards this direction starts with various activities. 

 

One of the activities envisioned is a seminar-workshop that will discuss the setting-up of an 

accelerator program in the university.  Participants will be led into the what, wherefores, and how 

tos of an accelerator program.  Inclusive of this seminar-workshop is an introduction to MOOC.  

SLU faculty is encouraged to buy into the BEEHIVE project which includes the MASSIVE OPEN 

ONLINE COURSE MOOC). 

 

MOOC is available and free for all.   MOOC is a very effective not to mention very innovative 

way of how the basic entrepreneurship subject (i.e. GENTREP: Entrepreneurial Mind for SAMCIS 

students; Technopreneurship 101 for SEA) can be handled for the entire semester.  As the faculty-

in-charge goes through each unit (18 units in total) of the MOOC together with his/her students, 

the teacher then changes his/her hat from that of a lecturer to that of a facilitator.  After finishing 

the MOOC course, the MOOC enrollee/registrant then automatically receives a completion 

certificate. In other words, the online course will automatically generate a completion certificate 

once the MOOC is done from the first unit until the final 18th unit. 

 

MOOC can actually be done anywhere, anytime so long as there is an internet access.  However, 

based on experience, faculty can hardly set aside any time to do the course work let alone have 

access to internet anytime of the day.  The responsibilities of a faculty like teaching, administrative 

work and other academic activities can eat up the time of the faculty.  This left no room to sit down 

and do an online course unless it is intentionally planned and blocked off in the schedule.  Thus, 

the recommendation is to capture the faculty in a room with a dedicated internet access for let us 

say one day so that at the end of the day, all attendees will have gone through a substantial part of 

the MOOC course.  This partial accomplishment can enable the faculty to be encouraged to finish 

the course.  Subsequently, the faculty is expected to finish the MOOC on his/her own before this 

semester ends (1st Sem Ay 18-19) 

 

The target recipients are those who teach and are eyed to teach entrepreneurship subject/s (i.e. 

GENTREP: Entrepreneurial mind; Technopreneurship 101; Entrepreneurial behavior) across the 

university.  But for now, the priority would be the SAMCIS and SEA faculty since the 



 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP undergraduate degree program is housed in this school then thereafter 

other schools like SEA.   

 

As mentioned, the activity is set for a two-full day session.  First will be for the visioning and how 

tos of setting-up of the accelerator program.  Second day is just for MOOC.  Daily schedule will 

be from 9 to 4pm.  First day will be at the Devesse AVR and 2nd will be at the IT D724 Laboratory 

room.   

 

OBJECTIVES:  

After the training, the faculty will be able  

1. To create and disseminate up-to-date knowledge in the field of entrepreneurship to 

his/her students 

2. To build student’s entrepreneurial skills 

3. To build consciousness in academic setting of the student start-up initiatives’ game 

changing role in view of graduate employability 

4. To promote and inspire student’s personal renewal through entrepreneurial skills and 

knowledge improvement. 

5. To mobilize students to submit a business model for possible start-up initiative. 

 

EXPECTED OUTPUTS: 

1. Business Accelerator Program/Roadmap  

2. MOOC partial completion at the end of the day 

3. MOOC completion certificate 

4. Enhanced entrepreneurial competency 

 

 

COURSE CONTENT:    

 

1) Beehive Accelerator Program (Day 1) 

 

Time Activity/ies 

8:00 – 8:10 Registration 

 

8:10 - 8:20 Opening Prayer 

House Rules 

Energizer 

8:20 -8:30 Opening Remarks:  Why are we here? 

8:30 – 9:00 Start-up Accelerator:  What?   

9:30 – 10:30 Start-up Accelerator:  Why?   

9:30 – 12:15 Start-up Accelerator:  How? 

12:15 – 12:30 Start-up Fireside Chat: Part 1 

12:30 – 1:30 Net-Working Lunch 

1:00 – 1:15 SLU’s Direction 

1:15 – 1:30 Start-up Fireside Chat: Part 2 

1:30 – 2:30 Designing the Landscape 

2:30 – 3:00 Visioning 



 

3:00 – 3:30 Understanding the Persona 

3:30 – 4:00 Unique Selling Proposition 

4:00 – 4:30 Mission Model 

4:30- 5:30 Group Presentation 

5:30 -6:00 Conceptualizing the launch of a Uni-wide Start-up Challenge 

 

2) Entrepreneurship for All MOOC (Day 2)  

 

The Beehive MOOC (massive open online course) provides a comprehensive introduction to 

entrepreneurship. The Beehive MOOC does not limit the scope of entrepreneurship to starting a 

new company – although start-ups are certainly a common outcome of entrepreneurship – but 

also views entrepreneurship as a mind-set and a process.  

 

The Beehive MOOC is divided into several units designed to be taken over the course of six 

weeks. Each unit consists of a combination of short video lectures, digital stories, assignments 

and useful resources. During the second half of the course, expert mentors will be available to 

provide advice to students. Upon successful completion of all units, students will receive a 

personalized certificate.  

 

Taking a MOOC requires a good deal of self-motivation; the more fully an enrollee engages with 

the elements of the MOOC, the more she or he will gain from the course. 

 

Syllabus 

 

Unit 1 Introduction What is entrepreneurship and why is taking the course 

beneficial? Introduction to the course environment and 

instructions on how to navigate and make the best use of the 

course materials. The Beehive MOOC Certificate and how to 

earn it.  

Unit 2 Creativity and 

ideas  

What is creativity? How to be(come) more creative. How to 

generate and evaluate ideas. Obstacles to creativity.  

Unit 3 Trends and 

opportunities  

Current trends in technology and the business world. Spotting 

trends and taking advantage of them.  

Unit 4 Customers and 

meaning  

Identifying and understanding customers.  The importance of 

meaning. Establishing competitive advantage.  

 

Unit 5 Design thinking 

and the lean 

startup  

Introduction to the design thinking process. The lean startup 

movement and similarities with design thinking.  

 

Unit 6 Innovation 

methods  

 

Effectuation as a method to use the resources at hand to develop 

new products or services. Open innovation – involving 

customers in the development of new products or services.  

Unit 7 Visualizing 

business  

Introduction to the Business Model Canvas. Canvas and Canvas 

walk-through.  



 

Unit 8 Marketing and 

selling  

 

The four Ps of marketing. Helping buyers buy rather than 

helping sellers sell. Online/social media marketing. Using big 

data. Customer decision-making process.  

Unit 9 Social 

responsibility  

Taking “the greater good” into account in entrepreneurship.  

 

Unit 10 Pitching  The art of pitching a new idea.  

Unit 11 The 

entrepreneurial 

team  

 

The entrepreneurial team – composition and diversity. Key 

concerns for entrepreneurial teams. Stakeholders: Customers, 

entrepreneurial team, employees, investors, Board of Directors. 

Basics of corporate governance.  

Unit 12 Financing new 

ventures  

 

Introduction to financial modelling for startups – review of key 

financial assumptions, assessment of cashflow requirements, 

calculation of monthly burn rate, seed and venture funding 

requirements, scenario testing and preparation of key financial 

documents.  

Unit 13 Managing risk  

 

Common categories of risks for entrepreneurs. Anticipating and 

dealing with risks.  

Unit 14 Working with a 

new business idea  

During this unit, students prepare to work with their own new 

business ideas with input from Beehive‘s expert mentors.  

 

Unit 15 Entrepreneurial 

strategy  

 

Why should a business exist? Why should customers pay 

attention? Is there something that we really have to offer to 

them? How can a business become sustainable?  

Unit 16 Industry 4.0 and 

the Importance of 

Creativity  

Introduction to Industry 4.0 and the related challenges and 

opportunities.  

 

Unit 17 Entrepreneurship 

and the cynefin 

framework  

Introduction to the cynefin framework. Job possibilities 

reflected within the cynefin framework. The position of 

entrepreneurship in the cynefin framework.  

Unit 18 Wrap-up and 

summary  

Summary of the course. CERTIFICATE OF 

COMPLETION. 

 

 

PARTICIPANTS (60 pax):  

 

SAMCIS  

• Econ – 2 Faculty 

• Acctg – 5 

• FinMan – 2 

• EHM – 8 

• HTM – 7 

• IT/ Math/Com App – 10 

SEA – 20 

 

SoN - 5 

 

Plus – IT Technician  

 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS (EXPECTED EXPENDITURES): 



 

Item Amount 

Meals for 60 pax plus technician  

     Lunch @ P70/meal x 2 days 8,400.00 

     AM & PM Snacks @ P45/snack x 2/day x 2 days   10,800.00 

Resource Speakers Fee for 2 pax 10,000 

Travel Costs for 2 Resource Speakers  5,000 

Hotel Accommodations 6,000 

                                                 Total 40,200 

 

 

 

Prepared by: Richel L. Lamadrid 

  BEEHIVE Project Promoter 

Faculty, SLU SAMCIS 

 


